Hundreds of workers are injured and killed every year due to the unexpected release of stored energy, and OSHA penalties for lockout/tagout (LOTO) violations can cost as much as $250,000. Therefore, it is essential to have an effective LOTO program in place. With EHS Hero’s LOTO tool, you can build and digitize procedures with ease using simple, premade templates. Then, your employees can have in-the-moment guidance at their fingertips from anywhere with our intuitive search functionality and mobile offline capabilities.

With the LOTO tool, you can:

- Upload images or drawings to accompany each step in the procedure.
- Track revision and audit history.
- Find procedures quickly with custom tagging and multiple search filters.
- Set up e-mail reminders to regularly complete procedure audits.
- Meet OSHA requirements for LOTO procedures and record management.
- Get actionable insights to further improve your safety program.

Eliminate electro-mechanical hazards, get data you can move on, avoid OSHA penalties, and help your employees get home safely with EHS Hero’s LOTO tool.
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